The ability of a reader to recognize written words correctly, virtually and effortlessly is defined as Word Recognition or Isolated Word Recognition. It will recognize each word from their shape. Speech Recognition is the operating system which enablesto convert spoken words to written text which is called as Speech to Text (STT) method. Usual Method used in Speech Recognition (SR) is Neural Network, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). The widely used technique for Speech Recognition is HMM. Hidden Markov Model assumes that successive acoustic features of a spoken word are state independent. The occurrence of one feature is independent of the occurrence of the others state. Here each single unit of word is considered as state. Based upon the probability of the state it generates possible word sequence for the spoken word. Instead of listening to the speech, the generated sequence of text can be easily viewed. Each word is recognized from their shape. People with hearing impaired can make use of this Speech Recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Speech is the vocalized form of human communication and Speech processing is researched in terms of speech production and perception of the sounds which are used in vocal languages. Due to the pressure of the glottis and the air pushed from lungs, the vocal cords can open and close very quickly, which generates vibrations in the air. Speech sounds are analyzed from many points of view namely Articulatory, Acoustics, Phonetic and Perceptual. Human speech production is one of the incredible creatures of god. These speeches can be generated artificially by the computers, called as Speech Synthesis. In contrast to this human speech can be converted into text, called as Speech Recognition. Speech Synthesis and Speech Recognition are incredibly helpful for Impaired Persons. So that, abundance of researches is departure on to make system to speak.
During the precedent existence, Speech Processing and Pattern classification achieves enormous milestones. Plenty of researches were departure on in these pasture and they accomplish sensation in numerous recognition and synthesis techniques and these techniques have collective convention for the people with Speech and Hearing Impaired etc., Subsequently its usage become broadening day by day. Nowadays, impaired persons are using the system because of the great achievement in this territory. Speech recognition is an automated conversion of spoken works into system based readable text format. This technology allows a computer to recognize words that are spoken into microphone or a telephone. This system is also called as Automatic Speech Recognition. Some speech recognition systems recognize only one person's voice which is termed as speaker dependent; others are speaker independent. Large vocabulary speaker independent systems have potential in every form of computing from hand held mobile devices to personal computing and even large scale data centres [12] . Over the past years, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been widely applied in several models like Pattern Recognition [16] or speech Recognition [21] . HMM Models a sequence of observations as a piecewise stationary characteristics of word or sub-word units among the various speakers even in large vocabulary.
These systems can be either speaker dependent or speaker independent. If there is individual speaker for training then that process is said to be as Speaker dependent. It recognizes the speech of that trained speakers alone. If the system is trained with multi users, it can recognize the entire speaker's voice. This type of system is called as Speaker Independent [7] . Isolated words recognition is done for a quantity of phoneme. Smallest Meaningful Unit of sound is called Phoneme. Phonemes are trained by the user [6] . Hidden Markov Model is the widely used technique for Speech Recognition. Hidden Markov Models consists of given n number of states which are passing from one state to another, instantaneously at equally spaces time moment. This work is mainly focused for Visual impaired person, so the developers are in a position to widen Speaker Independent system. So,impaired people will benefit from this speech recognition system.
RELATED WORKS
The ultimate goal of [24] is to estimate the sufficient statistics to discriminate among various phonetic units while minimizing the computational demands of the classifier. In [24] scaling computations significantly improves the recognition. In [15] Vector Quantization is the technique used to create reference templates reference template for Speaker Recognition. In [17] LPC analysis extracts the features of given words and VQ is used for feature matching in Speech Recognition. By using an improved speech detection algorithm the accuracy of the real time system can be increased significantly. Recognition of Isolated Word using features based on [18] with network classifiers achieves better accuracy than using these features individually. Fisher's Linear discriminant Analysis (FLDA) is a widely used together classification method, [8] [20] is an important method for linear dimension reduction in statistical pattern classification and SR with small and large vocabulary applications. In [22] simple post-processor duration model or a more Complex Hidden Semi-Markov Model based approaches gives the better performance depending upon the efficiency requirements . Hybrid Hidden Markov Model with Conventional DTW achieves the best prototype model during the training phase in order to increase model discrimination [2] . A hybrid end point detector is proposed in [13] which gives less than 0.5 Percent of a rejection rate, while providing recognition accuracy is obtained from hand-edited endpoint. The recognition rate improvement is discussed in [3] by an adaptive technique of combing speech units.
DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
Dynamic Time Warping addresses the problem of time alignment, by non-linear one template in an attempt to synchronize similar acoustic segments in the test and reference templates [19] . This DTW procedure combines alignment and distance computation in one dynamic programming procedure. DTW finds an optimal path through a network of possibilities in comparing two multiframe templates. In this small deviation from this linear frame-by-frame comparison are allowed if the distance for a frame pair is smaller than other local frame comparison.
In Speech Recognition system DTW is often used to determine whether the two spoken waveforms represent the same phrase. In a speech waveform, the duration of each spoken sound and the interval between sounds are permitted to vary, but the overall speech has to be similar. DTW has few advantages for some syllabic utterances but substantial increases in accuracy occurrence for DTW in matching polysyllabic utterances [19] .
Most important problem of this scheme is, it can generate only little amount of learning words. The calculating rate of the signal is high and also it requires large memory for storing the speech signal also to generate respective text. DTW are still heavy computational load and treatment of durational variations as noise to be eliminated via time normalization. DTW does not allow weighting different parts of an utterance by their information contribution to Automatic Speech Recognition. Consequently, DTW is an efficient only for some Automatic Speech Recognition.
The user have to construct a HMM which is capable of generating an unlimited sequence of words from the vocabulary or the database. To construct large HMM which reflect the speech recognition task at hand from smaller HMM and performing the recognition task at hand by searching the optimum state sequence for that HMM is one of the most important issues in the stochastic modelling framework.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Hidden Markov Model is proposed in this work. A Hidden Markov Model is considered as a generalization of a mixture model where the hidden variables control the mixture components has to be selected for each observation,these obsrervations are related through a Markov process rather than independent of each other [11] . Hidden Markov Model assumes that successive acoustic features of a spoken word are state independent. The occurrence of one feature is independent of the occurrence of the others [4] .
Markov Model is a stochastic model with finite state automaton in which the sequence of states is a Markov chain [14] . Each Markov Model corresponds to a deterministic event, whereas each output of HMM corresponds to probabilistic density function; the generating state sequence of HMM is hidden. Probability starts with a particular event. Markov model is defined as, the states represent possible event types (e.g., the different words in this example) and the transitions represent the probability of one event type following another [5] . It is easy to depict a Markov model as a graph. HMM for Speech Recognition are typically an interconnected group of state. According to an emission probability density function, each state is assumed to emit a new feature vector for each individual frame .
Each new observation frame can be associated with any state. However, the topology of the HMM and the associated transition probabilities provide temporal constraints [21] . In this work Speech to text conversion is obtained by Hidden Markov Model (HMM). HMM is widely used technique to convert speech to text. Fig. 1 shows the probabilistic parameters of a Hidden Markov Model. It consist of 3 states namely x1, x2, x3.
In above mentioned Fig. 1, x1 , x2, x3 are the states of Hidden Markov Model. y1, y2, y3 and y4 are the possible observations a12, a21, a23 are state transition probabilities and output probabilities are mentioned as b. This is for a general description for 3 states. Consider 4 state Markov model. Four States are: 'Web', 'Mining', 'Data' and 'Based'. Initial probabilities for each states are P ('Web') = 0.7, P ('Data') = 0.3. There are only two initial states. Totaling up of initial state probability should always subsist as 1.
Isolated Word Recognition
Word Recognition assumes all characters are separated [6] . Consider the word 'Data', this phoneme (smallest Unit of Meaningful word) will consider all characters as separate 'D', 'a', 't', and 'a' likewise. Character recognizer will generate output probability for the occurrence of individual character. There are infinite numbers of observations for an individual character in the pronounced word. Fig.5 and 6 shows the possible observation for the spoken character. In Fig. 2 the probability to obtain 'D' is 0.005. In Fig. 3 the possible observation probability to obtain 'a' is 0.5.
Character recognizer will generate output probability for the occurrence of individual character. There are infinite numbers of observations for an individual character in the pronounced word [10] . Fig.5 and 6 shows the possible observation for the spoken character. In Fig. 2 the probability to obtain 'D' is 0.005. In Fig.  3 the possible observation probability to obtain 'a' is 0.5. In Isolated Word Recognition, the transition probabilities will be defined differently in two subsequent models. The Observation probability for word is equal to the character recognizer scores [21] . Character recognizer score can be calculated by probabilities are evaluated. Observations and observation probabilities are as before. Here the user has to determine the best sequence of hidden states, the one that most likely produced word image.
Fig. 4. Isolated word recognition for the word Data
Each and every character in the spoken word is recognized by the system. After the successful completion of word recognition the system combines the huge collection of recognized words together to generate corresponding text for the spoken word.
Transition and Observation Sequence Probability
In Fig. 1 each rounded circle is a state in Hidden Markov Model. Current state is denoted by Si, next transition state is denoted by Sj. Numbers on arrows between nodes are 'transition' probabilities. Transition probability is calculated by
For e.g., transition probability to reach the state web to mining is P(q t+1 = mining|q t = web) = 0.8.Data− > Mining is P(q t+1 = mining|q t = Data) = 0.7. The numbers present in the initial arrows shows the probability of the given state. Missing probabilities are assumed to be 0. The output probability for Web is 0.7 and Data is 0.3. This model has a stochastic transition matrix. Numbers on arrows between nodes are termed as transition probabilities and these Transition probability can be calculated by P(q t+1 = S j |q t = S i )).
For instance calculate a probability of a sequence of states. i.e., transition state for Data, Based, Web, Mining. Transition Probability for the state P (Data, Based, Web, Mining) is calculated by P(Mining|Web) + P(Web|Based) + P(Based|Data).
Where, Consider all the possible intermediate state from Data to Mining as X. Therefore Output Probability is P(DataXMining) = P(Data ↔ Mining) + P(Data ↔ Based ↔ Mining) + P(Data ↔ Based ↔ Web ↔ Mining).
Where,
Therefore summing up the above calculated values the obtained Observation sequence probability. P(Data X Mining) = P (Data ↔ Mining) + P (Data ↔ Based ↔ Mining) + P (Data ↔ Based ↔ Web ↔ Mining) = 0.7 + 1.1 + 1.2 = 2.0.
These are the statistical models that output a sequence of symbols or quantities. HMM are used in Speech Recognition because a speech signal can be viewed as a short-time stationary signal or a smallest unit of stationary signals.
HMM is popular technique for Speech Recognition because they can be trained automatically and are simple, computationally feasible to use. Each phoneme will have a different output distribution; a Hidden Markov Model for a sequence of word (phoneme) is made by concatenating the individual trained Markov Model for the separate words and phonemes.
DATA SET FOR TRAINING AND TESTING
Speech database is collected for the assessment of the proposed speech recognition system. Speech data's from impaired person was acquired from 20 persons. The data obtained from each of the 20 different speakers is used to train a speech recognition system. The recordings for training and testing the speech recognition models were carried out in separate sessions. Every speech unit is modelled using a HMM. Initially, a set of speech data base are trained. By using this training speech database, the set of HMM is trained. Training intends to create HMMs that model the entire diverse traditions of speech unit's pronunciation for different speakers in different condition.
The set of trained HMMs are evaluated with a testing dataset. These testing issues the recognition rates for the Automatic Speech Recognition system.
HMM TRAINING
HMM training procedures are proposed to improve the discriminative power of a HMM without sacrificing its classification capacity. The proposed discriminative HMM consist of a conventially trained model and a discriminative model [9] . In general, the iterative training of HMM emission parameters is significantly dependent on the estimation of the posterior probability.
The training principle is as follows.
(1) Choose a form for the local probability estimator for the densities associated with each state. (2) Choose an initial set of parameters for the estimators. (3) Given the parameters estimate the probabilities for each state transition and time. These are essential terms in the estimation of the expectation. (4) Given the probabilities and the parametric form chosen in step 1, find the parameters. These parameters will be guaranteed to give the best possible improvenment for each model. (5) Access the new models according to some stopping criterion, if it is not good enough return to step 3.
Although some training approaches use somewhat different criteria and probabilistic estimates, the general form of the training for all statistics, sequence system remains the same.
PEOPLE WITH IMPAIRED
People with disabilities can acquire benefit from Speech Recognition for individuals that are Deaf or Hard of hearing (Hearing Disability) [23] .
Speech Recognition is used to generate a closed-captioning of conversations such as discussions in conference rooms, class rooms lectures etc., Speech Recognition is used in deaf telephony such as voicemail to text, relay services and captioned telephone [1] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The quality of speech recognition is analyzed by its similarity to the human voice and the ability of understanding. The system generates the sequence of text for the spoken word or speech signal. Initially all the words are trained by the system for the conversion of speech to text. After completing the training process system is tested with other users. Each and every words are pronounced by several person and the accuracy is measured based on the pronounced wora . nd the generated sequence of word.
In this work 5 different users(Speakers) were trainned by the Recognition system. After completing both training and testing process system the accuracy is measured based on the spoken word and Recognized word by the system. This system can be used by the person with hearing impaired. In future this work intends to give as input to the web search engine to retrieve the information from the database. After retrieving the required documents the retrieved information has to be spoken, this can be used by the Visual Impaired person.
CONCLUSION
Human and Machine Interactions are concerning the knowledge from environs of Acoustic-Phonetics, Speech Recognition, Speech Perception, Artificial Intelligence etc. The proposed exertion is predominantly focused on Speech Recognition System. The intention of Speech Recognition is to design a system which would be proficient to do continuous speech recognition on huge vocabulary. An attempt has been made through this work for Speech Recognition with large vocabulary. The challenges to the recognition performance of SR are being provided concrete solution so that the gap between recognition capability of machine and human being can be reduced to maximum extend. In future the generated sequence of word from the human speech can be given as input to the search engine to retrieve information from the web. After retrieving the required documents the retrieved information has to be spoken. This can be utilized by the Visual Impaired person..
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